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Wiley Rein’s Corporate Group acted as counsel to The Marvin Group,

a privately held California-based company, in the company’s sale of

its Aerospace Dynamics International subsidiary to Precision

Castparts Corp. The Marvin Group will receive a Deal of the Year

award from the Los Angeles chapter of the Association for Corporate

Growth (ACG), during the association’s Fifth Annual Awards Banquet

at the Walt Disney Concert Hall on April 29, 2015.

The Wiley Rein team working on this transaction included partner and

Corporate Practice chair Kay Tatum and of counsel Jeremy J. Schofer.

"We congratulate our colleagues at The Marvin Group for their

extraordinary work on this complex transaction and we are delighted

to have had the opportunity to work closely with them in the

completion of this matter,” said Ms. Tatum.

Wiley Rein's Corporate Practice provides a full range of business law

services to clients large and small, public and private, domestic and

international. Our Corporate Practice has a strong transactional focus,

with substantial experience in mergers and acquisitions, divestitures,

exchanges, joint ventures, financing and capital formation, licensing,

and restructuring transactions.

Founded in 1954, ACG is a global organization with 56 chapters and

over 14,000 members. Chapters in the U.S., Canada, Europe, and

Asia bring dealmakers together to help them achieve their business

and professional goals. This collaboration has made ACG the most

trusted and respected resource for middle-market dealmakers and
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business leaders who invest in growth and build companies.
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